













INTRODUCTION! Forensic! facial! reconstruction! (FFR)!techniques! are! an! attempt! to! recreate! the!approximate! facial! features! of! an! individual,!after!an!anthropological!analysis!and!modeling!direct!on!to!a!skull!or!its!cast.!That!may!also!be!obtained!virtually! using! software,! in! order! to!increase! the! chances! of! recognition! and! a!possible!human!identiAication.1! !This!technique!can! also! be! performed! apart! from! forensic!context,! for! archaeological,! historical,! artistic,!museological!and!educational!purposes.2!It!can!be!performed! in!three! dimensions! (3D)! using!plastic!material,!such!as!clay,!or!made!in!virtual!computerized! environment.! It! can! also! be!accomplished! in! two! dimensions! (2D),! by!manual! or! computerHassisted! drawings! over!photographs!of!a!skull.! The! cranial! bones! form! the! framework!on! which! craniofacial! soft! tissues! insert!themselves.! Despite! a! general! basic! structure!similar! to! the! human! species,! variations!related! to! gender,! age,! nutritional! status,!ancestry! and! the! presence! of! diseases! can!signiAicantly! alter! the! dynamics! of! the!interaction! between! bones! and! muscular,!adipose! and! glandular! soft! tissues.2,3! ! The!result! is! an! increase! in! the! degree! of!individuality! of! the! human!face,! which!makes!each!one!unique!and!distinguishable.2!! Studies! on! how! soft! tissues! develop,!grow! age! and! react! to! external! factors! can!assist! in! the! reconstruction! of! facial!
characteristics! of! an! individual.! There! are!researches! that! approach! soft! tissues! of! the!face!in!its! totality4!or!on!speciAic!areas!such!as!the! ears,5! ! orbits,6! orofacial! region,7! ! nose,8!among!others.! In! order! to! reconstruct! facial! anatomy,!soft! tissue! depth! data! is! recommended.!Therefore! research! also! deals! with! the!collection! of! anthropological! data! on! average!soft! tissue! depths,! according! to! the! origin! of!each!group!studied.1,9H17!! A! third! area! of! advances! in! FFR!concerns! the! development! of! automated! and!computerized! techniques! for! reconstruction.18!Technological!progress!enables!the!application!of! new! tools! with! forensic! purposes,! like!medical! imaging! devices! or! surface! scanners,!that!can!be!portable!or!bench!top.19H22! !The!use!of! these! tools! allows! advances! on! all! search!Aields! cited! above.! A! virtual! 3D!model! can! be!obtained!from!DICOM! images! (digital! imaging!and! communications! in!Medicine),! which! can!be! generated! from! various! medical! exams,!such! as! coneHbeam! computed! tomography!(CBCT).! Transforming!a! face! into! a!3D!virtual!model!has!promising!implications!for!Forensic!Anthropology! since! its! digital! storage! allows!one! to! perform! research,! on! the! cited! areas!creating! digital! anthropological! databases,!where! access! to! an!entire! collection!could! be!granted!to!remote!researchers!of!several!Aields!and!expertise,!without!the!risk!of!damaging!the!material.! If! necessary,! the! 3D! models! can! be!
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"printed"! by! prototyping,! and! turned! into!physical! replicas! of! the! original! skulls.!However,!an!important!limitation!of!3D!models!is! that! they! fail! to! provide! any! other! kind!of!feedback!besides!the!visual!one.! In!this!context,!the!aim!of!this!study!was!to! analyze! the! performance! of! a! software!application! as! a! tool! for! anthropometric!studies.!It!was!aimed!to!verify!whether!it!might!be! used! for! research! in! FFR,! speciAically! for!assessing! the! interaction! between! hard! and!soft!facial!tissues!of!an!individual.
MATERIAL-AND-METHODS! This! research! was! submitted! to! analysis!and! approved! by! the! local! Research! Ethics!Committee! of! the! Faculty! of! Dentistry,! under!protocol!number!129/11.!! Computer! folders! containing! digital!imaging!and!communications!in!Medicine! (DICOM)!Ailes! originated! from! coneHbeam! computerized!tomography! (CBCT)! scans! of! eight! adult! women!with! ages!between!25!and! 59! years!(mean! age! 44!years),! identiAied! only! by! numeric! codes.! DICOM!Ailes! were! obtained! with! an! iCat! imaging! device!(HatAield,! PA,! USA).! There! was! no! information!about! ancestry,! medical/dental! history! or!nutritional!status!of! the! surveyed! individuals.! The!thickness! of! slices! that! originated! DICOM! images!was!0.20!mm.! The! data! were! imported! in! openHaccess!biomedical!DICOM!viewer!software!OsiriX! (version!5.0.2! 32Hbit)! (Bernex,! Switzerland),! installed! on! a!MacBook! Pro! notebook! (Cupertino,! USA)! (Intel!Core! i5! 2.3! GHz,! graphic! card! Intel! HD! Graphics!
3000!384!MB!and!6!GB!RAM)!with!Mac!OS!X!10.7.5!operational!system.! The! scans! had! mandible! and! maxilla! in!occlusion,! with!upper!and!lower!lips! in!contact,! in!neutral! facial! expression.! All! DICOMs! showed!e n t i r e l y! t h e! f a c i a l! a n d! c r a n i om e t r i c!landmarks3,17,23,24!in!table!1.
Landmark!location:! ThreeHdimensional! volume! rendering! view!was! generated,! in! which! a! 3D! virtual! object! is!rendered!from!twoHdimensional!(2D)!images!of!the!three! axis!(sagittal,! axial! and! coronal)!acquired! in!the! CBCT!exam.! This! view!allows! the! operator! to!zoom! in! and! rotate! freely! the! rendered! volume.!“Bone”!view!mode!was!selected,!showing!rendered!surfaces!with!radiodensities!compatible!with!bony!tissue.!Thus,!it!was!possible!to!locate!points!and!pin!red! spheres! on! craniometric! landmarks! of! the!sample!(table!1)!by!using!the!"point"!tool.! Afterwards,! view! mode! was! changed! to!“skin”! setting! and! the! four! anthropometric! soft!tissue! landmarks! of! the! mouth3! were! marked!according! to! guidelines24! of! 3D! rendered! volumes!(Fig.!1).! All! landmarks,! designated! by!the! software!as! Regions! of! Interest! (ROI)! were! exported! into!spreadsheets! with! their! spatial! coordinates,!measured! in!millimeters,! indicating! their! distance!from!the!origin!of!each!axis!(x,!y,!z)!within!the!Aield!of!view!of! the! CT!scanner.!The! axis!x,!y!and!z,! thus!refer! to! the! distances! in! lateralHlateral,! ventralHdorsal! and! cranialHcaudal! directions,! respectively.!For! both! intraHobserver! and! interHobserver!var ia t ions ,! d i f ferences! between! sets! o f!
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measurements! of! each! axis! were! veriAied! by!analysis! of! variance! (ANOVA)! tests! (CI! 95%,!p=0.05).!! The!mean!and!standard!deviations!for!each!axis,! that!represented!the!whole!set!of!coordinates,!were!calculated!for!each! landmark.!Reproducibility!was! assessed! by! the! difference! between! the!standard!deviations!of!each!observation.! The! reproducibility! of! the! anatomical!landmarks! was! evaluated! as:25! great,! when! the!value! of! the! difference! between! standard!deviations!was!less!than!0.5!mm,!good!when!it!fell!between! 0.5!mm! and! 1! mm!and! regular,! if! it!was!above! 1! mm.! Thus,! it! was! possible! to! analyze! if!during!the!process!of!landmark!location,!the!largest!variations! of! each! landmark! happened! towards!lateralHlateral! (x! axis),! ventralHdorsal! (y! axis)! or!cranialHcaudal! (z! axis)! direction.! By! doing! this,! it!was! sought! to! evaluate! if! linear! measurements!were!starting!from!similar!locations!on!the!skull.!! The! maximum! distances! between! the!landmarks! located! on! the! CBCT! for! each! set! of!measurements!were!calculated!using! the!means!of!each! axis.! The! differences! between! the! average!values!of! the! coordinates,! for!each!axis,!were! used!to! calculate! the! distance! between! the! landmarks!located! by! the! observers.! By! subtracting! the!averages!of! the!observations!among!each!other,! for!both! intraHobserver!and! interHobserver!variations,!the! maximum! and! minimal! distances! between!located! landmarks! were! calculated.! Using! the!largest! differences! between! the! averages,! the!maximum!distance!between!the!locations!of!a!same!landmark! was! calculated! from! ROI! coordinates!(e.g.:!for!chr,!on! intraHobserver!variation)!with! the!formula:
! The! symbols! inside! the! brackets!represent!the! largest! difference! calculated! between! the! ROI!coordinates!for!each!axis.! Using! the! smallest!differences!between! the!averages! for! each! axis,! the! same! formula! was!applied! for! calculating! the! minimum! distance!between!the!locations!of!a!same!landmark:
! The! symbols! inside! brackets!represent! the!smallest! differences! calculated! from! the! averaged!ROI! coordinates.! Thus,! the! effects! caused! by!variations!on!the!three!axis!could!be!evaluated!as!a!whole,!in!mm.
Linear!distance!measurement:! ThreeHdimensional! multiplanar! rendering!view!was!activated! (3D!MPR),!which! renders!a! 3D!object!with!its!view!in!two!dimensions,!divided!into!simultaneously! displayed! anatomical! planes!(sagittal,!transverse!and!coronal).! The!advantage! of! the! 3D!MPR!mode! is!that!the!operator!can! locate!a! landmark! on!a! slice! that!can! be! viewed!simultaneously!in! the! other!planes’!windows.!The!projected!reference!lines!identify!the!perpendicular! relation! of! both! planes! shown!simultaneously! on! the! other! windows.! When! a!reference! line! is! rotated,! the! perpendicular!alignment! between! the! two! plans! is! maintained.!Therefore,! it! is! possible! to! cross! planes! in! a!controlled!manner!to!identify!two!of!the!landmarks!
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previously! marked! in! the! 3D! volume! rendering!view!mode!in!one!single!slice!(Fig.!2).! To!perform!the! linear!measurements!using!the!"length"! tool,!the! thickness!of!the!viewed!slices!was!increased!to!2.5!mm!with!Maximum! Intensity!Projection! (MIP)! view! and! zoom! was! adjusted! to!160%!in!the!window!of! the! coronal!plane! (chosen!by! convenience),! in! which! linear! measurements!were! made.! Thus,! the! alignment! of! anatomical!landmarks!in!the!three!planes!was!facilitated,!since!the! increased! thicknesses! were! automatically!applied!to!all!planes,!favoring!correct!alignment.!To!ensure! that! linear! measurements! were! properly!made,! in! the!window!of! the! sagittal!plane,! the! line!corresponding! to!the!coronal!plane!(vertical!on!the!sagittal! plane! window! (upper! left! on! the! screen)!and! horizontal! on! the! axial! plane! window! (lower!left))!was!corrected! to!cross!two!of!the! landmarks!whose! distance!were! to!be!measured.!Then,! in! the!window!of!the!coronal!plane,!the!same!process!was!repeated! to! sagittal! plane! guide! line! (vertical! on!both! axial! (lower! left)! and! coronal! (right)!windows).! Thus,! the! landmarks! located! along! the!sagittal! line! were! adequately! aligned! and! their!measurements!could!also!be! properly!taken!in! the!coronal! plane! window,! as! it! was! expected! that!same! value! would! be! obtained! in!both! views!(Fig.!3).!For!bilateral!points,! the!same!process!was!used!in! the! window! of! the! transverse! plane,! with! the!measurements!made!in!the!coronal!plane!window.! Measurements! were! taken! between! the!landmarks:! PMHSD,! IDHSM,! lsHli,! NSHGN,! MLrHMLl,!CNrHCNl!and!chrHchl.! For! the! assessment! of! intraHobserver!variation,!one!of!the!authors!of!this!study!(operator!1)!took!measurements!three!times,!with!an!interval!of! 2! weeks! between! them.! The! evaluation! of! the!
interHobserver! variation! was! performed! similarly!to!the!intraHobserver!variation,!with!operator!1!and!two! other! control! operators! (operators! 2! and! 3)!performing! landmark! location! and! linear!measurements.! Previously! to! measurements,!control!operators!2!and!3! underwent!a! calibration!period! where! they!were! instructed! on! the! use! of!OsiriX,!the!location!of!landmarks!and!measurement!procedures.! Once! calibrated,! operator! 1! assisted!the!control!operators!on!the!use!of!commands!and!features!of! the! software! in! case! of! doubt,! but! did!not! interfere! on! the! location! of! anatomical!landmarks! on! the! images! that! appeared! on! the!screen.! For! each! of! the! linear! measurements,!means! and! standard! deviations! for! each! operator!were! calculated.! Reproducibility! was! assessed! by!the!difference!between!the!standard!deviations.! In! the! 3D! MPR! window,! the! anatomical!landmark! displayed! is! shown! as! a! point! of! same!size!regardless!of!zoom!setting.!It!is!represented!by!a!green!double! circle,!with!default!value!of!about!6!pixels,!or!1.5!mm!diameter.!To!use!the!"length"!tool!the! operator!must!manually! draw! a! line! between!the! two! points! at! the! center! of! the! green! circles.!Thus,! the! values! of! the! measurements! could!assume! values!within! expected!deviations!of! ±!1.5!mm! in! their! actual! length.! The! reproducibility! of!the! set! of! measurements! was! considered:! great!when! the! difference! between! their! standard!deviations! did! not! exceed! 1.5! mm,! good! when! it!was!between!1.5!mm!and!3!mm!and!regular!when!exceeded!this!value.! The! difference! between! the! highest! and!lowest! standard! deviations! among! the! three!operators! was! taken! into! account! to! classify! the!reproducibility! of! landmark! location! and! linear!
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Figure! 3! H! linear!measurements!made! with! the! “length”!tool,!showing! that!measurements!made!on! the! coronal!plane,! based! on! the! alignment! of! the!sagittal!plane,!have!the!same!value,!independently!from!the!plane!view.
RESULTSLandmark!location:! The!coordinate!values!for!the!three!axis,!for!intraHobserver! and! interHobserver! landmark!location!are! shown! in! tables!2!and!3,! respectively.!None!of!the!sets!of!measurements!for!each!axis,! for!both! intraHobserver! and! interHobserver! variations!









Table! 3! –!InterHobserver! reproducibility! for! landmark!location,!with!the! averages! for!the!whole! group!of!CBCTs!measured,!divided!by!their! average!value!for!the!three!operators!(A! Op1,! A!Op2!and!A!Op3)!and!standard!deviations! for!each!of!them! (SD!1,!SD!2,!SD!3).! Reproducibility!(Rep)!evaluated!by! the! difference! between! larger! and! smaller! standard! deviations! between! the! 3! operators,! classiAied! as! regular! if! DSD>1.00! mm,! good! if! 0.5!mm<DSD<1.00!mm!and!great!if!0!mm<DSD<0.5!mm.!Continues!on!next!page
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Table! 4! –!Maximum! (dmax),! minimum! (dmin)!and!average! distances,! in!mm.! between! the! landmarks!(L)!located!on!both! intraHobserver! (three! left!columns)!and!interHobserver!(three!right!columns)!observations.!
Linear!distance!measurements:! Results! for! linear! measurements! are!displayed!in!two!tables!for!intraHobserver!variation!and! in! two! tables! for! interHobserver! variation.!Tables! 5! and! 7! show! values,! in! mm,! for! linear!distances! of! each! individual! examined,! for! intraHobserver! and! interHobserver! evaluat ion,!respectively.! Tables! 6! and! 8! show!average! values!for! the! whole! set! of! measurements! and! evaluates!linear! distance! reproducibility! based! on! average!values!and!difference!standard!deviations.
DISCUSSION! One!of! the!most! important! aspects! for!validation! of! this! methodology,! besides! the!
actual! evaluation! of!measurement! values,! was!the! veriAication! of! the! anatomical! landmarks!that!originated!them.! Given!the! importance! of!adequately!knowing!their! location,3! !be! it!on!a!l i v i ng! i nd i v idua l! o r! a! c adave r ,! f o r!measurements! taken! in! situ! or! in! a! virtual!environment,! it!was! observed! that!more! than!similarity!of!values!in!mm,!operators!were!able!to! locate! landmarks! with! less! than! 1! mm! of!discrepancy,!in!general.Some! authors25! detected! intraHobserver! and!interHobserver! concordance! of! less! than! 0.2!mm!between!points!chr,!chl,!ls!and!li.!Although!our! results! do! not! indicate! the!same!accuracy!
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in! reproducibility,! nor! less! inaccurate! results!than! those! of! previous! publications,26!landmarks!in!soft!tissues!showed!values!within!a! range! considered! great! or! good.! It! is!important! to! highlight! that!working! with!soft!tissue!anatomical! landmarks! from!CBCT!scans!is! difAicult,! because! even! though! there! are!guidelines!for!the!examination!and! location!of!these! landmarks! on! 3D! models,24! ! volumes!rendered! from! CBCT! scans! were! not! created!for!soft! tissue!analysis!purposes,!and!are!more!suitable! for! working! with! hard! tissue!structures.!Moreover,!unlike!the!manual!exam,!one! cannot! ask! the! individual! to! facilitate! the!location! of! landmarks! in! soft! tissue,! like! by!asking!the!subject!to!open!the!mouth!to!locate!the! cheillion! points.! Additionally,! artifacts!inherent! to! the! CBCT! technique,! originated!from! metallic! objects! inside! the! mouth,! can!hamper! the! location! of! anatomical! structures!in! regions! affected! by! these! artifacts,! such! as!the! cheillions! and! labial! points.! This! was!reAlected! in! some! of! soft! tissue! landmarks!displaying! differences! between! locations! on!the!axis!close!to!1!mm!(ls!and!chr),!which!still!did!not!make!them!irreproducible.! In! 3D! scans ,! for! example ,! this!phenomenon! is! not! present,! since!the!surface!of! the! face! is! captured,! with!the! possibility! of!color! texturizing,! which! adds! features! that!facilitate! the! location! of! landmarks! of! the!mouth,! favoring! the! location! of! the! transition!zone! between! skin! and! lip! vermillion.! In!
CBCTs,! this! is! a! difAicult! task,! requiring!attention! to! differences! of! surface! textures,!that! tend! to! be! subtle! and! without! color!differentiation!(especially!when!identifying!the!transition! zone! between! skin! and! mouth!vermillion).! This!may! contribute! to! lower! the!reproducibility!of!landmark!placement!and!the!corresponding!linear!measurements.!However,!working! with! CBCT! has! a! signiAicant! feature!that! makes! these! difAiculties! acceptable:! it! is!possible! to! evaluate! the! direct! relations!between!soft!and!hard!tissues.! The! locations! of! ID! and! SD! landmarks!can!be!difAicult!depending!on!the!bony!level! of!the! alveolar! portion.! However,! in! intraH! and!interHobserver! variations,! despite! the! largest!discrepancies! were! detected! in! y! and! z! axis!(dorsalHventral! and!cranialHcaudal! directions),!these! were! considered! within! an! acceptable!standard! of! reproducibility.! The! observed!discrepancies! may! be! characterized! as! being!higher! towards! cranialHcaudal! direction! (z!axis),!since!sometimes!the!limits!of!the!alveolar!crest! can! be! difAicult! to! visualize.! Following!these!variations!of!the!z!axis,! the!ones!of!y!axis!(dorsalHventral)! indicate! that! with! the!variation!on!the!height!of!the!points!ID!and!SD,!the! convexity! of! the! buccal! surface! of! the!alveolar! process! also! varies,! causing! these!differences.! At! the! PM,! where! a! greater!variation!would!be!expected!due!to!difAiculty!in!locating!a!concavity!below! the!nasal!spine! in!a!virtual! environment,! there! was! great!
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reproducibility! in!all! three!axis.! Landmark! SM!showed! only! a! good! reproducibility! towards!lateralHlateral! directions! and! very! good!reproducibility! towards! cranialHcaudal!direction.!Thus,!the!variations!in!location!were!associated! to! the! distance! of! the! landmark!
from! the! midline! towards! the! left! or! right!sides,! whilst! they! were! at! the! same!height! of!the!alveolar!process!of!the!mandible,! therefore!indicating!that!the!concavity!that!deAines!it!had!been!properly!located.
Table! 5! –!Values! for! linear!distances,! in!mm,! for!Airst! and! second!measurements!(Obs! 1,! Obs! 2!and!Obs!3),! for!each!subject,! for!evaluation!of! intraHobserver!variation.
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Table! 6! –!Averages!of! linear!distances! in!mm,! for!intraHobserver!variation!after! Airst! (Obs!1)!and!second!(Obs!2)!measurements.! Difference! between!(DSD)!standard! deviations!(SD!1! and!SD!2)!were! ! used! to! evaluate! measurement! reproducibility,! considered!good!when!1.5!mm<DSD<3.0!mm! or!great!when!0!mm<DSD<1.5!mm.
Table! 7! H! values! of! linear! distances,! in! mm,! for! operator! (Op! 1)! and! control! operators! (Op! 2! and!Op! 3),! for! each! subject,! for! evaluation! of! interHobserver!variation.
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Table! 8!–!Averages! of! linear!distances! in!mm,! for! interHobserver! variation! of!operator! 1! (Op!1)!and! control! operators! (Op! 2! and!Op! 3).! Difference!between!(DSD)!largest!and!smallest!standard!deviation!(SD!1,!SD2!and! SD!3)!values!were! !used! to!evaluate!measurement! reproducibility,! considered!good!when!1.5!mm<DSD<3.0!mm!or!great!when!0!mm<DSD<1.5!mm.
! For!SM!and!GN!landmarks!(table!4),!the!difference! detected! can! be! also! explained! by!the!variations!of!their!distances!from! the!midHsagittal! line,!sometimes!more!slightly!to!its!left!or! right! (x! axis,! lateralHlateral! direction).!However,! as! the! landmark! stands! on! a!concavity,! the! slight! differences! for! the! z! axis!(table! 3)! suggest! that! this! craniometric! point!was!also!properly!located!on!the!cranialHcaudal!direction.!! For!the!CNr!landmark!on!interHobserver!variation!(table!4),! the!largest!dmax! detected,!it! is! observed! (table! 3)! that! the! largest!differences!between!the!axis!are!on!the!dorsalHventral! (y)! axis.! This! suggests! that! variations!occurred! on! the! placement! the! landmark! on!the! canine! tooth,! sometimes! on! its! buccal!surface!(more!anterior)!and! sometimes! on!its!proximal! surface! (more! posterior).! This! is! a!difAicult!landmark!to! locate,!because!observers!may! perceive! the! cranioHcaudal! level! of! the!proximal! surface! differently.! Still,! a!maximum!
difference! of! 3! mm! should! not! interfere! on!measurements! severely,! if! one! considers! that!this! is! an! extreme! value,! and! the! average!distance! stands! around! values! lower! than! 2!mm.!The!same!is!worth!for!all!of!the!landmarks!that! showed! the! largest! values! of! dmax.!Therefore,! this! interference! on! the!process! of!landmark! location! can! be! a! reAlection! of! the!statistically! insigniAicant! differences! detected!among!the!coordinates,!for!each!axis.! With!proper! locations!of!both!hard!soft!tissue! landmarks,! an! adequate! starting! point!for! the! linear!measurements! was! established.!Therefore,! both! intraH! and! interHobserver!linear! measurements! and! showed! adequate!reproducibility,!with!most!of!the!discrepancies!explainable! by! the! ability! of! the! operator! to!draw! a! line! between! circles.! Despite! the!presence! of!1.5!mm! of!diameter! green!circles,!which! work! as! a! reference! for! landmark!delimitation,! there! is! no! guarantee! that! the!lines! drawn! by! the! operators! were! placed!
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exactly!in!their!centers,!although!this!would!be!desirable.!Furthermore,!a!personal!computer!is!not! an! instrument! of! great! precision! when! a!person!must! draw! straight! lines! on!its!screen,!so! it! can! be! inferred! that! the! use! of! DICOM!viewers! that! operate! this! way! will! always!present!a!level!of!inaccuracy!related!to!manual!operation.! Nonetheless,! the! differences!between!the!standard!deviations!indicate!good!reproducibility.
CONCLUSION! IntraHobserver! and! interHobserver!variations!did! not!hamper!the! use! of! the! software!as! a! tool! for! anthropometric! studies.! The! use! of!OsiriX!is!an!alternative!in!the!anthropological!study!of! craniofacial! hard! and! soft! tissues! from! CBCT!scans.
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